CASING SPACERS HDPE - DIELECTRIC ISOLATION

APPLICATIONS

Waterworks
Oil and Gas Pipelines
Sewer Lines
Industrial Pipelines

PROVIDES: Protection against abrasive casing, Cathodic protection, Protects pipeline coatings and Insulation, provides friction reducing slides into the casing pipe. For larger diameter pipes weigh support units up to 7000 lbs are available.

Roller wheels transfer sliding friction forces to the roller wheels.

Legs are concentric pipe roll during placement is less of a problem.

Eccentric roller wheel legs of different bottom or top length heights may also be supplied for a specific height requirements of the carrier pipe in the casing.

WA-non-metallic casing spacers applications are good for carrier pipes through steel casing, PVC casing, GRP ducts and HDPE casing.

All American and International pipe and casing sizing.

Slightly irregular casing, or welding beads are better accommodated using roller runners.